Starting from now, INDUGA (in Cooperation with SMB Swisspouri) is now officially able to deliver parts and service for the products of the KW SLS Swisspouri AG like the pouring machine Puma and the inoculation device Cobra.

Please contact INDUGA for all SLS Products (Puma, Fox, Cobra):

- Service,
- spare parts and
- updates
of the ladle pouring systems.

Additionally to the maintenance of SLS Products we are able to quote you the new ladle pouring machines with the new closed-loop-pouring process control.

For any questions in the field of pouring technology, we would be happy to serve you.
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INDUGA designs and supplies

- Channel-type induction furnaces for melting, holding and casting
- Coreless induction furnaces for special applications
- Coating pots for steel strip and pieces
- Low-pressure casting machines
- Plasma systems
- Ladle pouring technology

Individual solutions are our speciality!